
BP International Scout / BPIS 

Scouting has now become a Campaigning Organization as part of it’s core purposes. With 

the aim of educating children on key issues challenging society e.g Race Equality, 

Homelessness, Sexual Discrimination, Global Warming, Refugees, Animal Rights, Poverty. 

Rather than ‘just’ a core purpose of teaching practical skills, bringing young people from 

different backgrounds together, being outdoors & new experiences. Not saying the 2 are 

mutually exclusive.

If a youngster joined a football team you would expect all the Leaders to comply with all 

equality, discrimination legislation but primarily teach the child football. Similarly if a child 

took music lessons you would expect them to focus on learning music. You would be 

surprised if your local youth football team spent time on educating children on Sex 

Discrimination/Global Warming/Poverty. Even those these are really important issues they 

are not the core purpose of that youth organization.

As Scouts in the early days till maybe 80's, we don’t remember the Scouts being a 

Campaigning Organization it taught values through Scouting. Now one of the core purpose 

of Scouting seems to be getting youngsters to tackle the big issues of the day rather than 

just learn new Scouting skills. Not saying being an organization that tries to bring social 

change through educating Scouts on big social issues is a bad thing but just wondering if 

this is a strategic change & is there a counter view that it should focus on core scouting 

values & skills through the prism of the Scouting promise, leading by example, being 

inclusive but not being a ‘Pressure Group’ Campaigning Organization?

We wonder if that is why we have conflict on threads between leaders who see Scouting 

role is to campaign & educate young on the big issues & drive an agenda of social change 

versus others who feel that is great but other organizations do that better than Scouting & 

out core purpose is developing young people through BP scouting & values. We are not 

saying either approach is wrong & or mutually exclusive however we were wondering if 

others have noticed this change in Scouting/have we always tried to educate Scouts on the 

big social issues of the day?


